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who 
we are

We understand the importance 
of reliable telecoms and data 
connectivity solutions for businesses. 
At DB Comms, our team of experts 
are dedicated to providing the best 
possible service to our customers, 
taking the time to truly understand 
your business needs in order to 
propose, install and manage the 
solution that is the perfect �t for your 
requirements.



FTTP on City�bre network, in partnership 
with DB Comms, is the ideal solution for 
small businesses that demand a fast and 
reliable internet connection. 

With equal and consistent speeds for both 
uploading and downloading, a static public IP 
address, and prompt repair of network faults, 
FTTP on City�bre network is the perfect 
choice for businesses that want to stay 
connected and stay ahead of the competition. 

Upgrade to FTTP on City�bre network today 
and experience the power of lightning-fast 
internet.

FTTP (Fibre to the Premises) on City�bre 
Network: A Game Changer for Small 
Businesses FTTP on City�bre network, in 
partnership with DB Comms, is a game-
changer for small businesses. This innovative 
solution offers lightning-fast and reliable 
internet speeds that are equal and consistent 
for both uploading and downloading. With 
four synchronous speeds to choose from – 
160MB, 300MB, 600MB, and 900MB - you 
can pick the right speed for your speci�c 
needs. Whether you’re conducting video 
conferences, transferring large �les, or simply 
browsing the web, FTTP on City�bre network 
ensures a seamless and uninterrupted 
experience.

Slow and unreliable internet can hinder 
productivity, reduce ef�ciency, and negatively 
impact the bottom line. As a small business 
owner, you need an internet solution that can 
keep up with your demands and support the 
growth of your business.

In today’s fast-paced 
business world, a 
dependable and 
high-speed internet 
connection is essential 
for success.

The benefits of 
FTTP for small 
businesses

Lightning-Fast Internet Speeds: With FTTP 
on City�bre network, you can say goodbye 
to slow and unreliable internet. With equal 
and consistent speeds for both uploading 
and downloading, you can enjoy a seamless 
online experience that supports your 
business needs.

Security and Stability: Each FTTP 
connection comes with a static public 
IP address, offering a more secure and 
stable connection for your business. This 
eliminates the risk of cyber threats and 
ensures that your sensitive business data is 
protected.

Prompt Repair of Network Faults: With a 
same-day Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
for repairing any network faults, you can 
have peace of mind knowing that any issues 
will be resolved promptly. This minimizes 
downtime and ensures that your business 
stays connected.

Support for Business Growth: FTTP on 
City�bre network is designed to support the 
growth of your business. With lightning-fast 
internet speeds, you can take advantage of 
new opportunities, expand your reach, and 
increase your productivity.


